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Abstract. Boosted by technology advancements, government and commercial interest, ad-hoc wireless networks are emerging as a serious
platform for distributed mission-critical applications. Guaranteeing QoS in this environment is a hard problem because several applications
may share the same resources in the network, and mobile ad-hoc wireless networks (MANETs) typically exhibit high variability in network
topology and communication quality. In this paper we introduce DYNAMIQUE, a resource management infrastructure for MANETs. We
present a resource model for multi-application admission control that optimizes the application admission utility, defined as a combination
of the QoS satisfaction ratio. A method based on external adaptation (shrinking QoS for existing applications and later QoS expansion)
is introduced as a way to reduce computation complexity by reducing the search space. We designed an application admission protocol
that uses a greedy heuristic to improve application utility. For this, the admission control considers network topology information from the
routing layer. Specifically, the admission protocol takes benefit from a cluster network organization, as defined by ad-hoc routing protocols
such as CBRP and LANMAR. Information on cluster membership and cluster head elections allows the admission protocol to minimize
control signaling and to improve application quality by localizing task mapping.
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1. Introduction

Recent years have seen significant advances in the area of
wireless networks, enabled by component miniaturization and
improvements in processing power. Ad-hoc wireless net-
works have opened new opportunities for applications need-
ing rapid deployment and mobility, such as military and
civilian search and rescue missions. The US government,
through the Office of Naval Research and DARPA, has initi-
ated significant research into integrating ad-hoc wireless net-
works into the modern battlefield. The envisioned scenarios
include a mix of mobile communication platforms, UAVs,
UGVs, ships, ground vehicles, airplanes and ground units ex-
ecuting a range of collaborative Command, Control, Intelli-
gence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C2ISR) missions.
The mission-critical distributed applications run in this en-
vironment have strict demands on Quality of Service (QoS)
while communication and processing resources (CPUs) may
be shared concurrently. Over time, application importance
as well as resource demands may vary due to mission mode
changes. Thus, conflicting demands for resources must be ar-
bitrated online in order to preserve the QoS for critical real
time applications. In most cases application admission and
resource arbitration are implemented by a resource manage-
ment system.

The resource manager performs resource allocation and
directs applications to adapt to resource availability, which
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is key to supporting a dynamic environment. The nature of
communication in ad-hoc wireless networks complicates im-
plementation of resource management. Hop-by-hop message
forwarding, node mobility and signal quality add great vari-
ability to link quality, in terms of availability, bandwidth and
delay. The variation in resource availability is challenging for
guaranteeing QoS constraints.

In this paper we introduce DYNAMIQUE, a middleware
for QoS specification, end-to-end negotiation and adaptive re-
source management, designed for ad-hoc wireless networked
environments. At the foundation of DYNAMIQUE are the
notions of QoS negotiation, translation and adaptation derived
from our earlier work on RTARM [2].

The applications supported by our work have a pipeline
topology with periodic communicating processing stages.
The resource model we designed is more general and is appro-
priate for applications with arbitrary graph topologies. This
paper specifically addresses the problems of application ad-
mission control, resource allocation and adaptation. During
admission control, applications negotiate QoS contracts with
the resource management system. A QoS request includes a
range of Quality of Service supported by the application. The
resource manager (RM) translates a QoS request into a re-
quest for system resources, such as network bandwidth and
CPU cycles, and allocates resources for the new application
considering availability and resources allocated to other ap-
plications. DYNAMIQUE uses a multidimensional represen-
tation for QoS, with one dimension for each resource type,
e.g., network bandwidth, memory or CPU load. An admission
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request indicates a range of QoS that is feasible for the appli-
cation, between minimum acceptable and a maximum usable.
Intervals permit the allocation algorithm to be more flexible
by allowing applications to negotiate a lower QoS when re-
sources are not available to satisfy the maximum desired QoS.

Resource allocation has the goal of maximizing applica-
tion Quality of Service and resource utilization. The level
of QoS satisfaction for applications is dependent on resource
availability and application criticality (importance). Informa-
tion about allocated resources per application is stored into
a QoS contract that changes only after the system performs
external adaptation, which is one of two types of application
adaptation. It involves lowering the resource allocation for
existing applications so that a new application with higher
criticality can be admitted in the system (QoS contraction).
Also, applications are externally adapted when they are al-
located extra resources made available by other applications
departing the system (QoS expansion). The second type of
adaptation is called Feedback Adaptation [1] and is similar to
closed loop control. The RM continuously monitors the ap-
plication and uses the difference between the measured QoS
and the contracted QoS to adjust the application operation pa-
rameters without changing the resource allocation or the ne-
gotiated QoS contract.

In this paper we considered the particular nature of ad-hoc
wireless networks and we designed an architecture that is suit-
able for environments that do not benefit from the features
present in wired networks, such as abundant bandwidth, low
latency and connection stability. Motivated by node mobility
and communication quality variability, we designed a distrib-
uted resource management architecture. The admission pro-
tocols attempt to minimize the state information that is stored
in the mobile nodes, as well as to minimize the control pro-
tocol overhead. In addition, the admission protocols take ad-
vantage of network topology state information available from
the routing protocol that is executed on all nodes. In par-
ticular, the admission protocol is built on the notion of clus-
ters, collections of nodes that define a local routing domain
in ad-hoc wireless routing protocols such as LANMAR [4]
and CBRP [8]. Routing in large mobile ad-hoc wireless net-
works (MANETs) is more scalable when nodes have a hierar-
chical organization. Locality and mobility patterns or logical
association define cluster formation and membership and we
assumed similar relationships for components of distributed
applications. Thus, we expect to achieve better application
QoS by accounting for this factor. The admission protocol
and the resource allocation algorithm attempt to admit appli-
cation tasks first in the same cluster, in order to minimize pre-
sumably costly inter-cluster communication. Within a clus-
ter, the greedy admission protocol maps stages on the same
node, with the intention to minimize inter-stage communica-
tion altogether. Cluster management (membership selection
and cluster head election) is solely the responsibility of the
routing protocol and is not addressed in this paper.

At this phase in our project we have defined resource mod-
els and designed protocols for admission control. We are cur-
rently evaluating the protocol performance through simula-

tion. Initially we considered the problem of admission and
resource allocation for multi-stage pipeline applications in an
ad-hoc wireless network, more specifically, the optimal map-
ping of stages on network nodes, depending on resource de-
mands (CPU and network bandwidth) and availability.

We present a resource model for application admission
with a multidimensional Quality of Service representation
and we formalize the resource allocation problem for sin-
gle application and multi-application admission as a mixed
linear-integer program optimization in section 2. We then
present a greedy approach and a distributed protocol for ad-
mission with adaptation in section 3. Section 4 describes sim-
ulation results for the admission protocol and approximations
for optimal allocation. Section 5 concludes the paper with
some final remarks.

1.1. Related work

Resource management for wired networked environments is
a mature area of research. The DARPA Quorum program
has sparked multiple projects that are focused on frameworks
and protocols for QoS provisioning for real-time distributed
systems. The Amaranth project [5,10], from CMU, builds a
user-centric architecture for multi-dimensional, adaptive, as-
sured Quality of Service for heterogeneous distributed sys-
tems. The system accepts admission requests for multiple re-
sources within a range of discrete ordered values (e.g., stan-
dard audio sampling rates, image color depth or 56, 64 and
128 bit encryption levels), and attempts to maximize system
utility with respect to application utility considering multiple
performance levels for each QoS dimension. Lee proposes
a polynomial-time approximation based on convex hull fron-
tiers, with near optimal utility for the NP-hard resource allo-
cation problem for multiple resources and QoS dimensions.

A precursor of DYNAMIQUE is the Real-time Adaptive
Resource Management framework (RTARM) [2]. RTARM
defines a hierarchical architecture of Service Managers that
supports end-to-end QoS negotiation, translation and adap-
tation for distributed applications in wired networks. Ser-
vice Managers at the bottom of the hierarchy are respon-
sible for managing basic resources (CPU, memory or net-
work resources). Higher-level Service Managers aggregate
services from lower-level managers and provide services for
end-to-end QoS provisioning. RTARM introduces a multi-
dimensional representation for QoS and supports plug-in for
third-party resource managers.

The Global Resource Management System project intro-
duces the ripple scheduling admission and adaptation proto-
col [7] and a multi-resource QoS model that inspired the DY-
NAMIQUE approach [6].

Mobile ad-hoc wireless networks are characterized by link
volatility, dynamic topology and small factor, therefore re-
source management systems specifically designed for wired
networks cannot be plugged in directly. New architectures
and protocols are required to accommodate the wireless dy-
namic environment. A key component of any resource man-
agement system is the network RM. Guaranteeing delay and
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bandwidth in MANETs is complicated by the network insta-
bility generated by node mobility, link quality variation and
by resource scarcity. One of the notable architectures for
network QoS for ad-hoc wireless networks is based on IN-
SIGNIA [9], proposed by the COMET group at Columbia
University. INSIGNIA uses in-band IP signaling to deliver
adaptive real-time communication services. It provides pro-
tocols for flow setup, restoration and adaptation that allow
applications to receive end-to-end QoS in situations when the
end-to-end path experiences failures. INSIGNIA defines IP
optional header fields to pass flow reservation state along the
route and to signal failures. The protocol overhead is min-
imized by piggybacking control information within the data
packets.

2. Resource allocation model

The DYNAMIQUE resource management system supports
periodic distributed applications with a pipeline topology
consisting of a chain of communication tasks, although the re-
source model presented in this section applies more generally
to distributed applications with arbitrary graph topologies. An
example of a pipeline application is illustrated in figure 1.

In this figure, the video camera on board the Predator
UAV captures periodic frames with potential targets. The im-
ages are manipulated by two video processing and decision
stages on the intermediate nodes. The final fire command for
a recognized target is issued to the howitzer. This type of
mission-critical applications demands strict limits on end-to-
end latency and requires significant bandwidth for network
connections. Our resource management protocols and algo-
rithms allow resource sharing between multiple distributed
applications with conflicting demands and different arrival
times. During admission control, the user submits a QoS re-
quest to the system, consisting of a range of feasible QoS, be-
tween minimum acceptable and a maximum value. The RM
translates this QoS request into individual requests for sys-
tem resources and computes an allocation for the new appli-
cation, depending on current availability. The first allocation
model we developed computes task mapping on the network
nodes and resource allocation for one distributed application

Figure 1. Distributed targeting application with pipeline topology.

considering only current resource availability. Section 2.1 de-
scribes this resource model and section 4 resents simulation
results. We formulate the resource allocation as an optimiza-
tion problem with the objective to maximize the quality of the
admitted application. The solution identifies the node where
each task will be executed (task mapping) and how much re-
sources have been allocated. The multi-application resource
model, the second resource model we have developed and is
currently under evaluation, determines a resource allocation
and mapping for multiple applications.

We define two classes of resources. Node resources, such
as CPU load, memory and energy, are related to a single node.
A pair of nodes characterizes the other resource class, network
resources. Bandwidth is a network resource and its specifica-
tion requires a source–destination pair.

Both resource allocation models are based on these as-
sumptions that simplify the problem formulation:

(1) QoS dimensions have a one to one correspondence to sys-
tem resources types. A QoS contract for an application
specifies for each resource needed a [min, max] range
defining an acceptable range.

(2) Node resources are modeled as limited buckets of ca-
pacity rmax with the admission condition

∑
ri � rmax,

where ri is the resource amount allocated for task i. The
total resource utilization in the system cannot exceed the
available amount.

(3) A network resource is modeled as a limited bucket asso-
ciated to a pair of connected nodes (e.g., bandwidth).

(4) Network links are bi-directional. Connections in both di-
rections share the same network resource.

(5) Resources are independent of each other.

(6) Resources are not probabilistic and the system guarantees
the contracted QoS. We will consider management for re-
source with probabilistic availability and behavior in the
later phases of the project.

The next section describes the single-application model.

2.1. Single application resource model

The model defines node and network resources, and formal-
izes allocation constraints. The allocation problem is formu-
lated as an optimization problem.

Consider a distributed environment with n computing
nodes and m node resource types and one network resource.
A distributed application is composed by s communicating
tasks, T = {T1, T2, . . . , Ts}.

2.1.1. Node resources
The admission request for application T is described by a set
of Quality of Service descriptors, one for each QoS dimen-
sion. The QoS request is described by matrices Qm and QM .
Qm = (qmij )i=1,...,m,j=1,...,s and QM = (qMij )i=1,...,m,j=1,...,s
define the minimum and, respectively, the maximum QoS re-
quirements for the application tasks 1, . . . , s, where m is the
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number of QoS dimensions (number of resource types) and
qmij � qMij . In addition, q1 is considered “a better QoS” than
q2 if q1 > q2.

Matrix R0 describes the available resources before the ap-
plication admission. R0 = (r0

ij )i=1,...,m,j=1,...,n, where r0
ij

is the available amount of resource of type i on node j ;
R0 ∈ [0,∞)m×n.

The admission control admits the s tasks in the system.
The mapping of the s tasks on the n nodes is given by matrix

X = (xij )i=1,...,s,j=1,...,n,

with

xij =
{

1, if task Ti was mapped (allocated) on node j ,

0, otherwise;
X ∈ {0, 1}s×n.

The vector Map is defined as Mapi = j if task Ti was
mapped on node j .

The resource management system allocates resources
Ra = (raij )i=1,..., m,j=1,...,s to the s tasks. The amount raij > 0
of resource i has been assigned to task j .

2.1.2. The network resource
The network resource model assumes that network resources
are allocated independently for each connection between any
two nodes. The network resource is modeled by a limited
bucket for each bi-directional pair of nodes (i, j). Matrix
NR0 defines the available network resource at admission time.
NR0 ∈ [0,∞)n×n and NR0

ij defines the network resource
available to the (i, j) communication link.

Matrices NQm and NQM define the minimum, respec-
tively, maximum network resource requirement for each con-
nection (i, j), for which tasks Ti and Tj communicate;
NQM,NQm ∈ [0,∞)s×s .

The set TC contains all required connections between
tasks; TC = {(i, j) | Ti communicates with Tj , i < j }.

Matrix NQa defines the allocated network resource.
NQa

ij = network resource allocated for connection (Ti, Tj );
NQa ∈ [0,∞)s×s .

This resource model assumes there is a (possible multi-
hop) path in the network between any two nodes and that all
resource allocations for connections are independent. The
resource management system maps the tasks to nodes and
allocates resources for each connection between two tasks.
A connection between tasks Ti and Tj is mapped to a con-
nection between nodes Mapi and Mapj . The system allocates
NQa

ij resource to the (i, j ) connection by subtracting the same
resource amount NQa

ij from the available network resource
for connection (Mapi ,Mapj ): after allocation,

NR0[Mapi ,Mapj ]′ = NR0[Mapi ,Mapj ] − NQa
ij .

Matrix NRa defines the allocated network resources for an
application (T1, . . . , Ts,TC):

NRa = (nraxy)x,y=1,...,n,

where nraxy = nqaij and (x, y) = (Mapi ,Mapj ); NRa ∈
[0,∞)n×n.

Our model can accommodate alternate allocation strate-
gies by adjusting the equations for resource constraints and
resource availability update.

We are currently in the initial phase of evaluating another
approach for modeling network resources, based on node
communication capacity and explicit end-to-end path infor-
mation that would be available from the routing protocol.

2.1.3. Allocation constraints
The next relations state the conditions that resource allocation
must meet:

Node resource constraints

(1) Task mapping. Each task is admitted on exactly one node:∑
j=1,...,n

xij = 1, for all tasks i = 1, . . . , s.

(2) Application QoS. Allocated resources satisfy QoS re-
quirements:

Qm � Ra � QM.

(3) Resource availability. Resources allocation is limited by
availability:

RaX � R0 or

x1j r
a
i1 + x2j r

a
i2 + · · · + xsj r

a
is � r0

ij ,

for all resources i = 1, . . . ,m and all nodes j =
1, . . . , n.

Network resource constraints

(1) Application QoS. All connections between tasks must be
allocated network resources between minimum required
and maximum needed. Note that Map maps from NRa to
NQa; NQm � NQa � NQM .

(2) Resource availability. The allocated network resource for
all connections cannot exceed the available limit; NRa �
NR0.

2.1.4. Utility functions
The optimal allocation is designed to maximize the applica-
tion QoS utility defined as a function of the combined QoS
satisfaction ratio for all tasks. The application overall utility
is a linear combination of the node task utility and the network
utility.

The node task utility
The node utility of task Ti for resource j is normalized to

uij =



raij − qMij

qMij − qmij
, if rMij > rmij ,

1, otherwise.
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Matrix U = (uij )i=1,...,s,j=1,...,m. The node utility of task Ti
is a weighted sum of resource utilities:

ui = w1ui1 + · · · +wmuim, with i = 1, . . . , s.

Weights wj � 0, j = 1, . . . ,m, and
∑
wj = 1. The appli-

cation node utility vector is V = (u1 . . . us)
T = UW .

V ∈ R∗s×1+ , W = (w1 w2 . . . wm)
T ∈ R∗m×1+ ,

wj � 0 and
∑
wj = 1.

The network utility
The network utility nu for application (T ,TC), is defined as:

• if nqMij = nqmij or i = j then nu = 1, awarding maximum
utility for full allocation or for tasks mapped on the same
node;

• if nqMij > nqmij ,

nu =
∑

i=1,...,s

∑
j=1,...,s, i �=j

nqaij − nqmij
nqMij − nqmij

.

Application utility
The utility for the multi-stage admitted application is defined
as the weighted sum of node task utilities and the network
utility:

v = α1u1 + α2u2 + · · · + αsus + αs+1nu.

In matrix notation, v = A(V nu)T , with A = (α1 . . . αs
αs+1), αi � 0, and

∑
i=1,...,s+1 αi = 1.

2.1.5. The optimal allocation problem for the
single-application resource model

The problem is to determine the task mapping X, a node re-
source allocation NRa and a network resource allocation NQa ,
so that:

(1) node resource and network resource constraints (sec-
tion 2.1.3) are obeyed;

(2) the application utility, v (section 2.1.4) is maximized.

This is a mixed integer programming optimization problem
with a fairly complex structure. The work in [3] shows that
the resource allocation problem is NP-hard by reduction to the
integer bin-packing problem. To overcome the complexity,
we designed a greedy admission protocol suitable for online
use that will be described in section 3.

2.1.6. Selection criteria for utility weights
Formulating the admission utility function using weighted
sums allows us to inject user-defined policies and application
semantics into the allocation process. For the node task utility
function, the relation between the resource type weights wj ,
may impact the contribution of the task to the overall appli-
cation utility, thus being a factor to the final mapping of tasks
to nodes. In essence, the weight wj can be directly corre-
lated to the relative importance the user assigns to a resource
type j . The admission process will map tasks to nodes where

allocation of specific resources contributes maximum utility.
For instance, if the fraction wCPU/wMemory = 1/3, then the
admission algorithm, in the process of optimizing the total
application utility value, will be more likely to map tasks to
nodes where the memory allocation is closer to the maximum
required. Similarly, the weights αi from the application util-
ity formula can be adjusted by users to express preference
towards maximizing utility of specific tasks or of the network
bandwidth allocation (αs+1).

2.2. Multi-application resource allocation model

This model extends the single application, multi-stage model
presented above, to the multiple application case, where each
application is characterized by a priority, common for all its
stages. We also assume that an application is admitted pro-
vided all its stages are admitted to the system. A critical con-
straint that applies to this model is that higher priority appli-
cations are never preempted by lower priority applications.

The objective of the multi-application allocation is to max-
imize the QoS satisfaction level for higher-priority applica-
tions. Another possible optimization goal that may be con-
sidered is to maximize the overall number of admitted appli-
cations.

2.2.1. Application model
Assume the system has to admit and allocate resources for the
set A = {A1, . . . , At } of applications, ordered increasingly
on priority. The system consists of n nodes with resource
availability R0 = (r0

ij )i=1,...,m,j=1,...,n, for m resources dis-

tributed on the n nodes, and NR0 for network resources. Each
application Ai is characterized by:

• priority pi > 0. Assume pi � pi+1;

• node resource demands Qm
i = minimum requested QoS

and QM
i = maximum requested QoS. Note that QoS di-

mensions map 1-to-1 to resources;

• network QoS demands NQm
i and NQM

i .

The resource management system will map application tasks
and allocate resources. The vector Y = (y1, . . . , yt ) indicates
the application admission:

yi =
{

1 if Ai is admitted,
0, otherwise.

And matrices Xi define individual task mapping for applica-
tion i.

2.2.2. Global objective function
The global objective function for the multi-application model
requires normalization for individual application utility val-
ues. We want the utility contributed by each application to
the overall objective to be proportional to the QoS (amount of
resources) received from the system, and not to the number of
stages.
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The application node utility for application i is therefore
normalized on the number of stages, si , and the network util-
ity is also normalized on the number of connections, |TCi |:

vi = α1u1 + α2u2 + · · · + αsi usi

si
+ αsi+1nui

|TCi | ,

vi =A

(
V

si
; nu

|TCi |
)T

,

with weight factors A = (α1 . . . αsi αsi+1), αj � 0, and∑
j=1,...,si+1 αj = 1.
The global objective function assigns more weight to util-

ity contributed by higher priority applications. The goal is to
maximize v∗:

v∗ = y1p1v1 + y2p2v2 + · · · + ytpt vt =
∑

i=1,...,t

yipivi,

where yi ∈ {0, 1},

yi =
{

1, if application i is admitted,

0, otherwise.

2.2.3. Multi-application constraints
The set of constraints for the optimization problems relates
to resource allocation and priority-based preemption. The
resource constraints are an extension of those listed in sec-
tion 2.1.3:

• The resources allocated to all applications should not ex-
ceed initial availability:∑

i=1,...,t

yiR
a
i Xi � R0,

for node resources, and∑
i=1,...,t

yiNRai � NR0,

for network resources.

• The allocated resources should satisfy QoS demands for
admitted applications:
For all i = 1, . . . , t

yiQ
m
i � yiR

a
i � yiQ

M
i ,

for node resources, and

yiNQm
i � yiNQa

i � yiNQM
i ,

for network resources.

• The constraint stating that higher priority applications can-
not be preempted by lower priority applications is formu-
lated as:

yi � yi+1, for all i = 1, . . . , t − 1.

(Note: we have assumed that pi � pi+1.)

2.2.4. Allocation problem for the multi application resource
model

The allocation optimization problem can be summarized as
follows:

maximize the global objective function:

v∗ = y1p1v1 + y2p2v2 + · · · + ytptvt =
∑

i=1,...,t

yipivi ,

where

vi = α1u1 + α2u2 + · · · + αsi usi

si
+ αsi+1nui

|TCi | ,

i = 1, . . . , t,

and for each application i:

• ui = w1ui1 + · · · + wmuim, with i = 1, . . . , s, wj � 0,
j = 1, . . . ,m,

∑
wj = 1,

• and

uij =



raij − qMij

qMij − qmij
, if rMij > rmij ,

1, otherwise,

and

– if nqMij = nqmij or i = j (tasks on the same node) then
nu = 1,

– if nqMij > nqmij ,

nu =
∑

i=1,...,s

∑
j=1,...,s, i �=j

nqaij − nqmij
nqMij − nqmij

,

with the following constraints (t is the number of applica-
tions): ∑

i=1,...,t

yiR
a
i Xi � R0, for node resources, and

∑
i=1,...,t

yiNRai � NR0, for network resources.

For all i = 1, . . . , t:

yiQ
m
i � yiR

a
i � yiQ

M
i ,

for node resources, and

yiNQm
i � yiNQa

i � yiNQM
i ,

for network resources (note that Map maps from NRai to
NQa

i );

yi � yi+1, for all i = 1, . . . , t − 1

(note: we assumed that pi � pi+1) and

yi ∈ {0, 1}.
The resource allocation problem asks for computing ma-

trices Y – admitted applications, Xi – task mapping for ap-
plication i, Rai – allocated node resources and NRai , network
resource, for application i = 1, . . . , t .

In a real world scenario, application admissions come at
different times. Our greedy admission method considers QoS
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adaptation for existing applications, practically adding the ex-
tra resources to the available resources pool. This can be
modeled by the above multi-application admission method by
forcing selected critical applications (assumed in execution
before this admission) to be admitted, i.e., yi = 1.

The large number of variables (t + tsn + tsm + tnn) for
this mixed integer program, makes a real-time approximation
with branch-and-bound or even with a linear program unfeasi-
ble. Section 3 introduces a greedy admission protocol for ad-
hoc wireless networks with cluster-based organization. The
next sections present another way to decrease the optimiza-
tion problem complexity.

2.2.5. Admission with minimum QoS followed by expansion
An alternative goal for the admission procedure might be to
maximize the overall number of accepted applications, higher
priority application having precedence. Later, a QoS expan-
sion phase would increase the QoS for admitted applications
from remaining resources. We break the large optimization
problem in two smaller pieces with fewer unknowns. The
two phases of the admission process are described in sec-
tions 2.2.5.1. and 2.2.5.2.

2.2.5.1. Admission with minimal QoS
The first phase is admission with minimal QoS, so that the
overall number of admitted applications is maximized.
The optimization problem can be formalized as:

maximize the objective function:

v∗ =
∑

i=1,...,t

yi

with the following constraints:∑
i=1,...,t

yiQ
m
i Xi � R0, for node resources, and

∑
i=1,...,t

yiNRmi � NR0, for network resources;

for all i = 1, . . . , t :
yiQ

m
i = yiR

a
i , for node resources, and

yiNQm
i = yiNQa

i , for network resources;
for all i = 1, . . . , t − 1:
yi � yi+1 and

yi ∈ {0, 1}, yi = 1 if application i is admitted.

By admitting applications at their minimum requested QoS
we significantly decrease the solution space. Only the un-
known matrices Xi and Y = (y1, . . . , yt ), with elements in
{0, 1} have to be determined for this integer program.

2.2.5.2. QoS expansion
After phase I – admission with minimal QoS – we have deter-
mined indicators yi andXi . Phase II involves QoS expansion.
The system allocates remaining resources to admitted appli-
cations, with preference to higher priority applications.

The QoS expansion can be formulated as a linear program
in the following way:

maximize the objective function (QoS satisfaction ratio):

v∗ = y1p1v1 + y2p2v2 + · · · + ytptvt =
∑

i=1,...,t

yipivi ,

where

vi = α1u1 + α2u2 + · · · + αsi usi

si
+ αsi+1nui

|TCi | ,

i = k, . . . , t

and for each application

• ui = w1ui1 + · · · +wmuim, with i = 1, . . . , s, wj � 0,
j = 1, . . . ,m,

∑
wj = 1,

• and

uij =



raij − qMij

qMij − qmij
, if rMij > rmij ,

1, otherwise,

• and

– if nqMij = nqmij or i = j , then nu = 1,

– if nqMij > nqmij ,

nu =
∑

i=1,...,s

∑
j=1,...,s, i �=j

nqaij − nqmij
nqMij − nqmij

,

with the following constraints:∑
i=k,...,t

yiR
a
i Xi � R0, for node resources, and

∑
i=k,...,t

yiNRai � NR0, for network resources;

for all i = k, . . . , t :
Qm
i � Rai � QM

i , for node resources, and

NQm
i � NQa

i � NQM
i , for network resources.

The ts(m+n) remaining unknowns for this linear program
are matricesRai , and NQa

i , i = 1, . . . , t . We have not evaluate
this approach, as for realistic application settings (n > 10
nodes, s = 3 stages, m = 2 (CPU and memory) and t > 1
application, a linear program is not yet feasibly approximated
online on mobile, low-powered processors.

3. Admission architecture and protocol

This section presents the resource management architecture
and the admission protocol for multi-application admission
control.

3.1. System architecture

All nodes in the wireless network have the same resource
management architecture, as illustrated in figure 2. The archi-
tecture consists of an Application Service Manager, Resource
Managers, Applications and Clients.
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Figure 2. Resource management architecture at the node level.

Resource Managers manage a basic resource, such as CPU
load, memory or energy. The Network RM controls the net-
work resources, such as bandwidth and delay. All resource
managers export a common interface for admission, adapta-
tion and feedback adaptation that allows RMs for different
policies to be simply plugged in.

The CPU resource manager administers the local CPU re-
source. Based on the current CPU resource allocation, it
builds a process schedule and controls application CPU uti-
lization. The CPU RM is a middleware layer wrapped on top
of the local OS scheduler, or implements a real-time schedul-
ing policy, such as RMA [11].

The Network RM controls bandwidth allocation, enforces
traffic shaping and extracts network topology from the routing
layer. As mentioned in the Introduction, the DYNAMIQUE
admission protocol works in cooperation with a cluster-based
ad-hoc routing protocol. Nodes are organized in clusters
based on traffic locality, as in CBRP [8], or on logical mem-
bership and mobility patterns, as in LANMAR [4]. In any
way, we assume the cost of communication within a cluster
is lower than between clusters. The application admission
protocol described in the next subsection attempts to improve
admission utility by decreasing cost of communication, based
on the assumption that communication in a MANET is less
reliable while processing resources are plentiful.

The Application Service Manager (ASM) is responsible
for the end-to-end resource management for a distributed ap-
plication. It handles end-to-end QoS negotiation, admission
and adaptation, by breaking end-to-end requests into individ-
ual contracts for basic resources passed to RMs (CPU and
Network RM) and to other Application Service Managers in
the network. ASMs receive admission requests from Clients
that can be users, applications or other ASMs. Admission re-
quests consist of a [min, max] range for acceptable QoS (CPU
load, network bandwidth) for application tasks.

Applications in the DYNAMIQUE model consist of dis-
tributed periodic tasks connected in a pipeline topology. De-
pending on resource availability, tasks from the same appli-
cation may be assigned on the same node, on different nodes
in the same cluster, or on nodes from different clusters. Each
case incurs an increasing cost for communication.

3.1.1. Location constraints
In a realistic environment some application tasks may have to
be admitted on a specific node, or close to a geographical lo-

cation. For example, an Automatic Target Recognition appli-
cation requires the sensor and the target display stages to run
on predetermined nodes, while the intermediary processing
and recognition stages can be allocated on any node with suf-
ficient resources. The current version of the DYNAMIQUE
resource model does have specific handling for these situa-
tions. One can define “special” RMs for “radar” resources,
and then the ASM will match the task request for a radar re-
source with the correct node. We think that the model can be
easily adapted to support generic location constraints (for a
specific node). Matrix X that defines the task mapping (see
section 2.1.1) can be preloaded with xij values reflecting map-
ping of task i onto node j .

3.2. The multi-application admission protocol

We start this section with a user scenario that summarily
describes an admission, focusing at the Application Service
Manager level on the main line of events:

• Actors: a Client, Initiator ASM, CPU RMs, Network RMs.

• Preconditions: the MANET is established into clusters
and connected; each node hosts: ASM, CPU RM, Net-
work RM and application tasks.

• Description: the scenario starts when the Client sends an
admission request to the ASM running on its node. This is
called the Initiator ASM. The Initiator ASM forwards the
request to the ASM on its local cluster head. The cluster
head sends individual requests for resources to ASMs run-
ning in the local cluster. The ASMs (including the Initiator
ASM) reply to the Initiator ASM with resource availability
from local CPU and Network RM. If not enough resources
to admit all tasks, the Initiator will forward requests to
ASMs on selected cluster heads. These will forward the
requests further to member nodes’ ASMs that will reply to
the Initiator with resource availability. When the Initiator
has acquired enough resources to admit all tasks, it sends
a commit message to all nodes that will host tasks. Then
the Initiator replies to the Client with the admission result.
The Client starts the Application and the system allocates
resources.

Application Service Managers on cluster head nodes manage
a “preference list” of clusters that defines the order in which
admission requests are forwarded to remote clusters. The cur-
rent version of the admission protocol implements a simple
round-robin policy. More complex versions may coordinate
for load balancing or optimize for resource availability. This
is an entire area for optimization that we have not explored
yet.

3.2.1. External adaptation
The admission protocol implements external adaptation.
When not enough resources are available to admit all tasks,
the ASM selects lower criticality applications and adapts
them, by shrinking their QoS. The freed resources are added
to the available resources and admission is attempted again.
If admission is now feasible, the tasks are allocated resources
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and the adapted applications lower their resource utilization.
At this stage, the QoS expansion protocol is work in progress
and will be presented at a later time.

3.2.2. Design goals
The admission protocol has three design goals:

3.2.2.1. Provide a good quality solution to the admission
problem
An optimal solution for the resource allocation problem (sec-
tion 2) is not feasible to compute online for the use in a
real-time distributed system, due to its NP-hard nature [3].
The large solution space deems linear programming approxi-
mations too complex to be feasible for real-time calculation,
too. The admission protocol we propose attempts to provide
a good quality allocation based on a greedy approach. The
protocol computes application utility – the optimization ob-
jective – as defined in section 2.1.4. The utility is depen-
dent on the QoS satisfaction ratio, which is proportional to
the fraction of allocated resources relative to the difference
between the maximum desired value and the minimum. The
utility derived from network resources is maximum (1.0) for
a connection if both endpoints are mapped on the same node.
We also assume that resources for inter-cluster communica-
tion are scarce, since traffic may have to pass intermediary
hops, and routes may be shared by many connections. There-
fore we first attempt to map tasks on the same node, and then,
based on resource availability, we map nodes in the local clus-
ter, before going to nodes from remote clusters. This heuristic
method attempts to improve application utility by increasing
the utility derived from network utility.

3.2.2.2. Minimize access to remote state information
The second design goal for the admission protocol is to use
local state as much as possible and to make fewer accesses for
information to remote nodes, therefore lowering the protocol
overhead. The admission protocol uses network topology in-
formation from the routing protocol. One important role in
admission is assigned to the cluster head node. The ad-hoc
routing protocol determines cluster membership and elects
a head for each cluster during route computation. A major
task of the cluster head is to forward inter-cluster traffic on
behalf of cluster members. Application Service Managers
avoid broadcasting requests for resources by forwarding the
requests to selected cluster head nodes for local distribution.

3.2.2.3. Adapt to a changing and faulty network
In contrast to a wired network, a MANET is an unstable envi-
ronment. Nodes move, and noise and jamming degrade link
quality. The resource management infrastructure must con-
tinue operation in order to support deployed mission-critical
applications. The admission protocol consists of two phases.
In the first phase ASMs issue reservation requests to RMs
and other ASMs. Before the second phase, the initiator ASM
computes the greedy allocation and decides a task mapping.
During the second phase of the protocol, the initiator ASM
commits selected reservations. This two-phase commit proto-

Figure 3. Steps 1–4: local admission.

Figure 4. Step 5: admission decision.

Figure 5. Step 7: remote admission (inter-cluster).

col, combined with a timeout mechanism, insures that orphan
admission requests passed to nodes that have lost connection
to the initiator and not yet committed do not block available
resources. The two-phase commit protocol is derived from
the ripple scheduling protocol implemented in GRMS [7],
the difference being the introduction of request timeout and
the elimination of the cancel operation. This approach al-
lows the protocol to operate without unnecessarily blocking
resources or being blocked waiting for requests in case the
network looses connectivity, or nodes fail.

3.2.3. Protocol description
This section gives a pseudo-code description of the admission
protocol. Figures 3–5 show the basic steps of the protocol.
The square nodes represent cluster heads and the numbers are
associated to protocol steps:

0. Client sends admission request to ASM on its node (called
“Initiator”).

1. Initiator sends admission request to Cluster Head (CH).

2. CH sends (multicast) request to nodes, including priority.
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3. Nodes send available node resources r0, network resources
nr0 as well as r0′ and nr0′ to Initiator and Cand, where

r0′ = r0 +
∑

i∈Cand

(rai − rmi )

and Cand = {i | pi < pnew}, the set of applications
(stages) of lower priority than the new application (simi-
lar for all resource types, nr).

4. The initiator performs greedy admission (best/first fit as
many tasks on one node).

5. If enough resources,

5.1. Initiator sends:

• “Commit” messages to selected nodes.
Message includes: QoS + app. description + apps
to adapt.

• “Adapt app” to the other nodes hosting stages of
adapted apps (if any).

5.2. Nodes adapt selected applications and admit the new
tasks.

5.3. Return success and allocated contract. STOP.

6. If not enough resources, select applications to adapt. Se-
lection criteria may include priority (absolute), number of
tasks, number of adapted applications, app. topology:

6.1. If resources (available + adapted) are sufficient,
GOTO step 4.

6.2. Else continue with step 7.

7. If not enough resources available:

7.1. If cluster available:
initiator asks the CH to forward the admission request
to the next CH on the preference list:

7.1.1. remote cluster head forwards request to its
members;

7.1.2. remote nodes reserve resources and send reply
to Initiator;

7.1.3. GOTO step 4.

7.2. If no other cluster left
Initiator returns “unable to admit new application” to
Client.
(All nodes will timeout the initial reservations.)
STOP.

In section 4 we present simulation results for single and
multi-application admission scenarios with topologies with
one or more clusters.

4. Simulation results

In this section we present simulation results for the single-
application admission scenario and a comparison with appli-
cation quality approximated with a mixed integer program
computed with Matlab, followed by performance results for
the multi-application scenario simulations.

4.1. Single-application simulations results

When a node sends an application request to the local ASM,
it becomes the centralized point of decision making. First, it
tries to admit as many stages of the application as possible on
the same node (note that it is possible that none of the stages
can be admitted because of lack of resource availability on
the node). Then it goes to the next node as provided in its
own list/set of preferred nodes to request for admission of the
application stages (preference set). The preference set is pre-
determined and it does not change during simulation time. It
then tries subsequent clusters until all stages of the application
are admitted or the admission fails.

QoS dimensions
The QoS dimensions we consider are CPU load and network
bandwidth. The CPU load is defined by the product of task
rate (cycles/second) and workload (work/cycle). The network
bandwidth between two tasks is specified by the product of
rate and frame size. The frame size and workload are not
negotiable. Only the execution rate will be determined and
enforced by the system. Both QoS dimensions are specified
as a range. The system will determine an acceptable execution
rate that will place the CPU load and the network bandwidth
within an acceptable range [min, admitted].

Application classes
We use in simulations pipeline applications with 3, 5 and
7 stages and we consider three types of applications: light-
cpu-intensive (all stages of the pipeline have light CPU re-
quirements), heavy-cpu-intensive (all stages of the pipeline
have heavy CPU requirements) and mixed-cpu-intensive
(every stage has variable CPU requirements). We also take
into account three classes of resource availability in the net-
work: light load, medium load and heavy load. Thus we have
27 cases: 3 kinds of pipelines × 3 kinds of application CPU
requirements × 3 types of system load. The network topology
has a single cluster scenario with 10 nodes.

Simulation results
In figure 6, we notice that as the QoS requirements increase,
the quality of both the optimum and baseline scheme de-
creases when the resource availability is high. This is true also

Figure 6. Effect of QoS requirement on admission quality at high resource
availability.
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Figure 7. Effect of resource availability on admission quality (with low QoS
requirement).

Figure 8. Effect of stage count on admission quality (with high resource
availability).

Figure 9. Execution time for a denied admission (7 stages and low resource
availability).

when resource availability is low/medium. In figure 7, it can
be seen that the quality increases for both schemes, as the re-
source availability increases, when QoS requirements are low,
which is also true for medium/high requirements. A quality
value of 1 is the maximum, and −1 indicates admission fail-
ure. These observations are expected behavior. In figure 8,
we study the effect of the number of stages on quality. We
consider the case when the resource availability is high. We
would expect that as the number of pipeline stages increases,
for a fixed QoS requirement, for instance, low/medium/high
the quality should decrease. As seen in the graph, there is
really no pattern to this behavior. This behavior seems to be
skewed and this is also true for a variety of different runs.

In figures 9 and 10, we study the admission response time
(i.e. communication and execution time in Qualnet). Figure 9
illustrates the effect of QoS requirement and resource avail-
ability on the response time. We only consider the 7-staged
pipeline; the behavior is similar for 3 and 5 stage applications.
When resource availability is low, then, as QoS requirements
increase, execution time decreases. This happens because the

Figure 10. Admission time variation with high resource availability for
single-application admission.

greedy algorithm determines faster if the application can be
admitted and the likely scenario is for the application to be re-
jected. On other hand, when resource availability is high, then
as QoS requirements increase, then execution time increases.
In this case the greedy algorithm needs more time to figure
out if the application can be admitted and the likely scenario
is for the application to be admitted and more nodes may have
to be considered. When resource availability is medium, it is
faster to process low QoS requirement (likely admission) and
high QoS requirement (likely rejection) than it is to process
medium QoS requirement. From these observations, it makes
sense to use the “coarse grained” ratio of resource availability
to QoS requirements as an indicator for making faster admis-
sion decisions, wherein a very low ratio indicates an applica-
tion to be quickly rejected and a very high ratio indicates an
application to be quickly admitted. The slow admission cases
are the ones, when the ratio is closer to 1.

The final chart for the single application case in figure 10
shows that when the number of stages increases, the execution
time increases, as expected. We only show the case when re-
source availability is high. This pattern is exhibited similarly
for low/medium resource availability.

4.2. Multi-application admission simulation results

For the multi-application simulations we measured the over-
all admission quality (the admission objective function) and
the admission time, depending on the number of applications,
resource availability and degree of QoS demands.

The network topology for the multi-application simula-
tion scenarios has 10 nodes grouped in 3 clusters formed at
random. Applications arrive at 1 second intervals and both
resource availability and QoS requirements are categorized
as Low (L), Medium (M) and High (H) as in the single-
application case. We analyze the cases where resource de-
mand/availability are H/L, MM and L/H. In our simulations
all applications consist of three stages and have the same pri-
ority. The system performs no adaptation and each simulation
run uses a new set of QoS requests and a new initial state of
resource availability. The chart in figure 11 shows the depen-
dency of the overall admission quality (section 2.2.2) on the
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Figure 11. Effect of resource availability, QoS requirements and number of
applications on Multi-application admission quality.

Figure 12. Average admission time in multi-application scenarios.

total number of applications and the degree of QoS demands
versus resource availability. We can see that the drop in ad-
mission quality is higher when the contrast between resource
demands and availability goes up. The system will not be able
to satisfy admission requests at the best level when resource
availability is low and this will impact the overall admission
quality.

Figure 12 illustrates the average admission time for an ap-
plication depending on the number of applications and the
degree of resource demand versus availability. The admis-
sion time includes the message communication delay and re-
quest processing times. For scenarios with up to 4 applica-
tions, the average admission time per application has a similar
decreasing evolution for all resource demand/offer combina-
tions. From figure 11 we know that all applications in the
1–4 cases have been admitted. As the number of applications
grows, resource availability shrinks, and in the 1–4 applica-
tion scenarios the search space for each task decreases ac-
cordingly. After reaching a minimum at 4 or 5 applications,
the communication overhead takes over and the admission
time grows back. The longest delays occur for admissions
of requests with high QoS demands when resource availabil-
ity is low. The additional delays are caused by inter-cluster
communication when the request initiator has to forward mes-
sages to multiple clusters before admitting a new application
or giving up.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we presented the resource model, admission pro-
tocol and protocol simulation results for the DYNAMIQUE
resource management system for MANETs. We defined a
multi-dimensional QoS model for the single-application and
multi-application admission control, based on QoS satisfac-
tion ratio utility functions. The greedy admission protocol at-
tempts to provide a real-time resource allocation alternative to
the mixed-integer programming optimization. The protocol
was designed to benefit from network topology information
available from the routing layer. In particular, a cluster-based
routing protocol, such as CBRP or LANMAR would give
Application Service Managers current information on cluster
membership and cluster head elections.

The admission protocol targets two areas. First, a heuris-
tic increases application utility by mapping as many tasks on
the same node as possible, or on the same cluster, in order to
minimize need for wireless communication. The second mo-
tivation for cluster organization is to reduce admission con-
trol communication costs. The admission protocol supports
external adaptation – reducing resources for lower criticality
applications in order to admit new applications.

Work on this project is ongoing. The next steps in our re-
search involve simulation evaluation of the multi-application
protocol with adaptation, in a mobile scenario, improving
the network resource model with end-to-end bandwidth esti-
mation using path information and node transmission capac-
ity, and, in the long run, developing a probabilistic resource
model.
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